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In the Hannigan family members estate. 

Han Jun was resting under the pear tree. This was Nangong Qianqiu’s seat. No one 

attempted to sit below so easily except him. 

When Nangong Qianqiu appeared, Han Jun fast stood and strolled to the old woman’s side 

to support her. He stated, “Grandma, why really did not you tell me when you headed out? 

I’ll go as well as help you.” 

Nangong Qianqiu’s face had plenty of delight. She liked the care that Han Jun brought for 

her significantly. Only Han Jun’s concern would be taken seriously by her. 

” Do you actually believe Grandma can not even walk this brief range?” Nangong Qianqiu 

asked. 

After aiding Nangong Qianqiu rest down, Han Jun stated, “Granny, I didn’t imply that. I 

simply want to serve you at any kind of time. 

 

” I have actually made you suffer throughout this amount of time, however you have to 

know that you can’t show up at will. Otherwise, you’ll remain in big trouble,” Nangong 

Qianqiu claimed. 

Han Jun was very clear concerning this. Samuel had gone to prison for him, he was too top-

level. Once he gave himself away, he would certainly be done for. 

Nevertheless, Han Jun can decline being stuck at residence similar to this daily. 

 

” Granny, I’ve been in jail for as long. If I don’t go as well as loosen up, I’m going to be 

dispirited,” Han Jun said with a sigh. 

” If you wish to take place a trip, I can ask a person to take you there. Be cautious. It’s hard 

for you to be safe currently. I do not want you to get into difficulty,” Nangong Qianqiu 

claimed. 



” Granny, I’m a grown-up now. Do not you fret about me? And there will not be anything 

incorrect with the area I’m mosting likely to,” Han Jun stated with a smile. 

” What location is it?” Nangong Qianqiu asked, puzzled. 

” Cloud City.” 

” Cloud City!” 

Nangong Qianqiu frowned. Why would certainly he want to go to Cloud City when Samuel, 

the Sue family’s son-in-law, was there? This was not a good location. What if those 

individuals took Han Jun as the garbage of the city as well as harassed him? 

I’m going there as a favor to the family members. Han Jun said. 

As long as it was something that could make Han Jun delighted, Nangong Qianqiu would 

not refuse. It was time for Han Jun to make up for the pain he had actually experienced 

during this duration of time. Nangong Qianqiu just reminded him, “Okay, as long as you’re 

happy, Granny still desire you to bring some bodyguards with you so that you will not be 

harassed.” 

” Alright.” Han Jun stated excitedly. 

That day, Han Jun went to Cloud City under the secret escort of the Hannigan family’s 

bodyguards. 

When Gina returned house, she located that Han Jun was not in your home. She hesitated 

that he would certainly go out as well as make trouble again, so she rapidly discovered 

Nangong Qianqiu. 

” Mommy, did you see Han Jun? Why isn’t he home?” Gina asked excitedly. 

” He headed out to play,” Nangong Qianqiu claimed. 

Just how can you let him go out currently? She knew that Nangong Qianqiu doted on Han 

Jun very a lot, yet she could not allow him do such a thing. 

” Don’t stress. He went to Cloud City. It’s impossible for that location to be revealed,” 

Nangong Qianqiu said. 



” What!” Gina as if she had been struck by lightning. 

Han Jun went to Cloud City! Exactly how could he go there? 

Samuel’s home as well as his partner existed. 

If … if they mistook Han Jun unfounded for Samuel, what would take place next would be 

unimaginable! 

” Mommy, just how can you allow him most likely to Cloud City? Do not you know Samuel 

is? He has an other half,” Gina said in scary. If Samuel knew about this, what would certainly 

happen? 

Is Han Jun interested in his lady? Nangong Qianqiu said any which way. 

” You …” Gina’s fire assaulted her heart. “Even if he likes her, so what? They are siblings. Just 

how could something happen?” 

” What?” Nangong Qianqiu was furious and also said coldly, “Get out of below if there’s 

nothing else. You’re not certified to inform me what he wishes to do.” 

” Mom, I can endure other things, yet this is not feasible. How can he make love with his 

brother’s woman?” Gina stated. 

” That’s her honor. Samuel is a good-for-nothing. Exactly how can he compare with Han 

Jun?” 

 


